TROPHY DONATIONS

We would like to thank the following donors for their generous contributions to our 2019 National Specialty Trophy Fund:

Lee Albritton
Pam Armstrong
Debbie Burke Scott
Diana Egnor
Jeanne Haley
Sandy Bingham-Porter
Tim Lehman
Tom & Theresa Meyer
Beatrice Noguier
Sherri Alquist
Pat Bullard
Debbie Caldwell
David Fitzpatrick
Deborah Hicks
Andrea Kosar
Deborah Martin
Ladonna Mosley
Bonnie Palmer
Grace Anderson
Tammy Simon
Gail Eaton
Judith Frichter
Dianna Hillyer
Patricia Lee
Beverly Quilliam
Cheryl Shoemaker
Ruth Shields
Carole Thomas
Dina Hunter
Cherie Sokolksi
Chris Rezek
Amy Preuett
Carol Neth
Daryl Martin
Claudia Pierro

REGULAR CLASSES

Judge-Ms Gloria Kerr (REGL1)
Judge-Mr Michael J (Mickey) Feigelson (REGL2)
Judge-Ms Sandra Bingham-Porter (NATL)

REGIONAL SPECIALTY (1ST SHOW) BREED PRIZES

The American Maltese Association, Inc. offers a Rosette for Best of Breed, Best of Winners, Best of Opposite Sex to Best of Breed, Select Dog, Select Bitch, Winners Dog, Reserve Winners Dog, Winners Bitch, Reserve Winners Bitch, Best Owner-Handled, Best Bred-by-Exhibitor & First, Second, Third & Fourth in each Regular Class.

The following prizes are offered by the American Maltese Association, Inc.
BEST OF BREED - Canvas Tote with Embroidered Maltese & Two Embroidered Maltese Hand Towels
BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX TO BEST OF BREED - Canvas Tote with Embroidered Maltese
SELECT DOG - Canvas Tote with Embroidered Maltese
SELECT BITCH - Canvas Tote with Embroidered Maltese
WINNERS DOG - Tall Metal Travel Mug with Etched Maltese
WINNERS BITCH - Tall Metal Travel Mug with Etched Maltese
BEST OWNER-HANDLED - Silver Tray with Etched Maltese
BEST BRED-BY-EXHIBITOR - Round Silver Tray with Etched Maltese
FIRST, SECOND, THIRD & FOURTH IN EACH CLASS - Commemorative Medal on Satin Drape Ribbon

REGIONAL SPECIALTY (2ND SHOW) BREED PRIZES

The American Maltese Association, Inc. offers a Rosette for Best of Breed, Best of Winners, Best of Opposite Sex to Best of Breed, Select Dog, Select Bitch, Winners Dog, Reserve Winners Dog, Winners Bitch, Reserve Winners Bitch, Best Owner-Handled, Best Bred-by-Exhibitor & First, Second, Third & Fourth in each Regular Class.

The following prizes are offered by the American Maltese Association, Inc.
BEST OF BREED - Water Bowl & Maltese Laser Art
BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX TO BEST OF BREED - Water Bowl & Maltese Laser Art
SELECT DOG - Maltese Laser Art
SELECT BITCH - Maltese Laser Art
WINNERS DOG - Water Bowl
WINNERS BITCH - Water Bowl
BEST OWNER-HANDLED - Water Bowl & Maltese Laser Art
FIRST, SECOND, THIRD & FOURTH IN EACH CLASS - Maltese Laser Art
NATIONAL SPECIALTY BREED PRIZES


CHALLENGE TROPHY

BEST OF BREED - Ch Ta-Jon’s Tickle Me Silly 2011 Memorial Breeder’s Challenge Trophy offered by Tammy & John Simon through the American Maltese Association, Inc. For permanent possession, the trophy must be won three times by the same breeder and owner.

Unless otherwise indicated, the following prizes are offered by the American Maltese Association, Inc. through the generosity of the trophy fund.

BEST OF BREED - Stool with Maltese Art by Barbara Brem
BEST OF BREED - Half Page Ad in the AMA Maltese Rx
BEST OF WINNERS - Set of 2 Wine Glasses Hand Painted by Barbara Brem
BEST OF WINNERS WINNERS - Set of 2 Wine Glasses Hand Painted by Barbara Brem
SELECT DOG - Set of 2 Wine Glasses Hand Painted by Barbara Brem
SELECT BITCH - Set of 2 Wine Glasses Hand Painted by Barbara Brem
WINNERS DOG - Set of 2 Wine Glasses Hand Painted by Barbara Brem
WINNERS BITCH - Set of 2 Wine Glasses Hand Painted by Barbara Brem
RESERVE WINNERS DOG - Wine Glass Hand Painted by Barbara Brem
RESERVE WINNERS BITCH - Wine Glass Hand Painted by Barbara Brem
BEST OWNER-HANDLED - Stool with Maltese Art by Barbara Brem
BEST OWNER-HANDLED - Half Page Ad in the AMA Maltese Rx
BEST BREED-BY-EXHIBITOR - Engraved Silverplated Revere Bowl offered by the Rena Martin Memorial Fund in memory of Rena Martin

AWARDS OF MERIT

An Award of Merit Rosette & Glass Bowl by Fantasy Glass offered by the American Maltese Association, Inc. will be given to 1 for every 6 entered in Best of Breed. These Awards are reserved for those quality animals the judge feels are worthy of final consideration for Best of Breed. Select awards will not count as first Award of Merit.

The following will receive a Certificate of Qualification to enter Crufts held in England:

BEST OF BREED
BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX TO BEST OF BREED
SELECT DOG
SELECT BITCH
BEST BREED-BY-EXHIBITOR

AWARDS OF MERIT

MALTESE, Puppy Dogs, 6 Mos & Under 9 Mos.


MALTESE, Puppy Dogs, 9 Mos & Under 12 Mos.

11 AB

15 AB
REGL1__REGL2__NATL__OSKAR PLJUS DAMIAN. TS413487/01.

17 AB
REGL1__REGL2__NATL__RHAPSODIES RISE OF TITAN. TS462155/02.
Breeder: Tonia Holibaugh. By Jey of Forming Dolls CH Rhapsodies Andromeda. Owner: LAMOREUX Linda P, and Tonia Holibaugh, 3950 Caravelle Dr, Anchorage AK, 99502. (Tonia Holibaugh PHA, Agent)

19 AB
REGL1__REGL2__NATL__AURORA OF MOLY BO BO. KCTML001319.
Breeder: Fan Chiang Li. By Gch Ch Ta-Jon's Suga Suga How'd You Get So Fly At Kasanna Ch Pitera of Moly Bo Bo. Owner: WANG Chi Cheng, 13744 N 97th East Ave, Collinsville OK, 74021.

MALTESE, Twelve To Fifteen Month Dogs.

*21
REGL1__REGL2__SENOJIS ABE LINCOLN. TS390950/01.

MALTESE, Fifteen To Eighteen Month Dogs.

*23
REGL1__REGL2__NATL__AMPLUA GLAM ROCK. TS406993/01.

MALTESE, Bred-By-Exhibitor Dogs.

5 AB
NATL__ARIA MOMENT OF COURAGE. TS413710/01.

*21
NATL__SENOJIS ABE LINCOLN. TS390950/01.

25
NATL__REGAL'S TALKIN' BOUT LOVE. TS371154/01.

29
NATL__TA-JON'S SPLIT DECISIONS. TS394314/01.

MALTESE, American-Bred Dogs.

*35
NATL__SENOJIS ROYALE'S BENTLY RN CGC. TS341340/01.
Breeder: Cindy J Jones. By CH SENOJIS QUICK PAWS JETER-SENOJIS Almost Royal Pippa. Owner: GALLOWAY Emma, 10315 road H B NE, Moses Lake WA, 98837.

MALTESE, Open Dogs.

37
REGL1__REGL2__NATL__DIRRAUS EVARISTO. TS343689/01.
Breeder: Alessandra Tamontelli. By White Fields Luka-Dirraus Allegra. Owner: PARDO Regis, c/o P.O.Box 119, Knotts CA, 94548.

39
NATL__SARCENET I CALL SHOTGUN. TS367643/01.

41
REGL1__REGL2__NATL__MACRON OF MOLY BO BO. TS394000/01.
Breeder: Fan Chiang Li. By CH Rhapsody's Oh So Fabulous-Pomay of Moly Bo Bo. Owner: WANG Chi Cheng, 13744 N 97th East Ave, Collinsville OK, 74021-5301.

*43
REGL2__NATL__SIR CASPER THE BRAVE. TS338857/03.
MALTESE, Puppy Bitches, 6 Mos & Under 9 Mos.


14  REGL1, REGL2, NATL, KESANNA'S YUM IT UP, TS418134/01.  8/28/2018. Breeder: Dr Diana L Egnor. By Ta-Jon's Delicious For You At Kesanna-Ta-Jon's Sexy Games At Kesanna. Owner: EGNO Dr Diana L, 921 Highland Terr, Saint Albans WV, 25177.

16  REGL1, REGL2, NATL, VELAVICA'S DEJA VU' N NADEZHDA, TS408293/02.  11/5/2018. Breeder: VICTORIA CHEDYGOV, By CH GCH VELAVICA'S MYSTERIOUS MAXIMUS-RUES SH'S A WILD CHILD. Owner: CHEDYGOV VICTORIA, 21840 SW MARTINAZZI AVE, TUALATIN OR, 97062.


MALTESE, Puppy Bitches, 9 Mos & Under 12 Mos.


Maltese, Twelve To Fifteen Month Bitches.


Maltese, Fifteen To Eighteen Month Bitches.


REGL1 MALTANGEL EL SHADDAI EL SHADDAI EL ELYON ERKAMKA. TS381304/01. 5/6/2018. Breeder: Sheila M. Riley. By Ch Delcost Amarni By Marc-Ch MaltAngel Zaboulou of Moonlight Shad. Owner: RILEY Sheila M, PO Box 1385, Valley Springs CA, 95252.


REGL1 CHACA'S SAN-NOR DOLCE HEAVENLY BONBON. TS398204/03. 4/19/2018. Breeder: Cathy Bailey. By Gch Ch Seren-I-Ts Forget Me Not-Ch Chaca's Must Luv Lil Ritzy. Owner: BAILLIE Cathy, & Sandra Williams, PO Box 5, Norman IN, 47264.

Maltese, Bred-By-Exhibitor Bitches.


MALTESE, Open Bitches.


REGL1__REGL2__NATL__ILOVE RHAPSO Dy ALWAYS SWON QUEEN. TS368516/01. 8/7/2017. Breeder: Cynthia Chan Lee. By CH Rhapsody's Baybreeze Smart Alec-GCHS CH Always Pearl. Owner: CHAN LEE Cynthia, c/o 1305 Old Black Colony, Buda TX, 78610. (Tonia Holibaugh PHA, Agent)

REGL1__REGL2__NATL__DIVINE'S WHAT'S LOVE GOT TO DO WITH IT. TS371445/01. 9/26/2017. Breeder: Angela Stanbery. By CH Infinite Happy Happy Indigo-CH Divine's Everybody Envy Me. Owner: STANBERRY Angela, 15063 Hwy 22, Ponchatoula LA, 70454. (Amy Preuett, Agent)


REGL1 Winners Bitch Reserve 60 Points Bitches
REGL2 Winners Bitch Reserve Points Bitches
NATL Winners Bitch Reserve Points Bitches

MALTESE, Veteran Dogs.

NATL__CH RHAPSO Dy'S SMART REMARK. TR449375/02. 9/18/2005. Breeder:TONIA HOLIBAUGH. By CH DIVINE'S MARC OF FRIENDSHIP-RHAPSO Dy'S CALAMITY JANE. Owner: MALL ANJA, DOBRSKA 3, LESCE SI.

MALTESE, Best of Breed Competition.

REGL1__REGL2__NATL__CH RHAPSO Dy'S RICOCHE. TS271243/01. 7/5/2015. Dog. Breeder: TONIA HOLIBAUGH. By CH RHAPSO Dy'S A BOY NAMED SUE-CH RHAPSO Dy'S I'M ON FIRE. Owner: MALL ANJA, & TONIA HOLIBAUGH, DOBRSKA 3, LESCE SI.
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61
REGL1__REGL2__NATL__ART OF LIFE’S TAURO THENDER. TS400885/01.
Jayra Soo. Owner: PLUNGE Janita, Romainiu 618, Lithuania, 47221.
63
REGL1__REGL2__NATL__GCH CH TA-JON’S SUGA SUGA HOW’D YOU GET SO
FLY @ KESANNA. TS312084/02. 3/5/2016. Dog. Breeder: Diana Egnor & Tammy Simon,
By Ch Ta-Jon’s Don’t Rain On My Parade-Ch Ta-Jon’s Tease Me With Sugar. Owner: SIMON
Diana Egnor & Tammy. 13744 N 97th East Ave, Collinsville OK, 74021-5301.
65
REGL1__REGL2__NATL__CH MARTIN’S TIME BOMB PUFF. TS322371/02.
8/3/2016. Dog. Breeder: Daryl Martin. By Ch Laureal’s Say It Isn’t So Joe-Ch Martin’s
Kaboom’s Rockette Bear Puff. Owner: KUSUMOTO Roy & Jo-ann, & Daryl Martin, 1581
RAMONA WAY, ALAMO CA, 94507. (Daryl Martin, Agent).

*67
NATL__CH ADURA’S GENEVA REVOLUTION. TS346450/02. 4/22/2017. Dog.Breeder:
K. Kasten. By Ch Great Master of Angola White KR-Ch Adura’s De En Vague. Owner:
KASTEN K., PO Box 3744, Cedar Hill TX, 75106.

71
REGL1__REGL2__NATL__GCH CH DIVINE’S TAKES THE CAKE AT SACRENCE.
By TS324849/03. 8/16/2016. Dog. Breeder: Stacy Newton & A Stanberry & E Kurland. By
Ch & Zachary Newton, 6266 Ferstel Rd, Newburgh IN, 47630.

72
REGL1__REGL2__NATL__GCHS CH DIVINE’S STAR-STRUCK. TS296204/01.

*94
REGL1__REGL2__NATL__GCH BLISSFUL’S TOTALLY STELLAR. TS369453/01.

*96
REGL1__REGL2__NATL__GCH RS NO NONSENSE GIRL. TS373636/01. 1/5/2018. Bitch.
Breeder: James Ray. By Gch Ch Ta-Jon’s Cuckoo 4 Your Luv-Ch RS Not Just Another Lola.
Owner: RAY James. 209 Aspenwood Ln, Nashville TN, 37221-1132.

98
NATL__CH NORTHWINDS FARMS HOLLYWOOD STARLET. TS372869/02.
Comedy. Owner: HERNANDEZ Anne, 1711 S. Polk St., Amarillo TX, 79102.

Best Maltese
REGL1__REGL2__NATL 69
Best of Winners
REGL1__REGL2__NATL 34
Best of Opposite Sex
REGL1__REGL2__NATL 92
Select Dog
REGL1__REGL2__NATL 65
Select Bitch
REGL1__REGL2__NATL 94
Best Bred-By-Exhibitor
REGL1__REGL2__NATL 60
Best Veteran
REGL1__REGL2__NATL 47
Best Owner-Handled
REGL1__REGL2__NATL 47

MALTESE, Brace, I.

(33) Z
NATL__CHACA’S EVERAFTER PIED PIPER. TS414303/01. 7/14/2018. Dog. Breeder:
Patricia Gifford & Cathy Bailey. By Ch Chaca’s Chick Flick-Paradis Kiss Germiona. Owner:
BAILEY Cathy. PO Box 5, Norman IN, 47264.

(68) N
NATL__CHACA’S PARDON MY FRENCH. TS415551/01. 10/5/2018. Bitch. Breeder:
Cathy Bailey. By Ch Paradis Kiss Apollo-Ch Chaca’s Must Luv Ritzy Flare. Owner: BAILEY
Cathy. PO Box 5, Norman IN, 47264-0005.

MALTESE, Brace, II.

(61) /
NATL__ART OF LIFE’S TAURO THENDER. TS400885/01. 3/22/2016. Dog. Breeder:
Shin Seung Hyan. By JeY Of Forming Dolls-Munhwav Kennel’s A Jayra Soo. Owner:
PLUNGE Janita, Romainiu 618, Lithuania, 47221.

*64
Januskasaita, & Taura Plunges, Romainiu G 618, Kaunas LT 11111 FOF LT, 47214.

POUNTS
D 1 B 2 D 3 B D 4 B D 5 B
MALTESE 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 6
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Scanned with CamScanner
JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP COMPETITION
Judge-Ms Sandra Bingham-Porter (NATL)

JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP PRIZES
The American Maltese Association, Inc. offers a Rosette for Best Junior Handler, Reserve Best Junior Handler & First, Second, Third & Fourth in Each Class.

BEST JUNIOR HANDLER - Dog Bed by Barbara King offered by the American Maltese Association, Inc.
FIRST, SECOND, THIRD & FOURTH IN EACH CLASS - Crate Pad by Barbara King offered by the American Maltese Association, Inc.

OPEN JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP


NATL  Best Junior Handler  J800
MALTESE

SWEEPSTAKES CLASSES

Judge-Ms Tara Martin Rowell (NATL)

SWEEPSTAKES

DIVISION OF ENTRY MONEY AS PRIZES

45% of total entry fees will be retained by the Club for expenses. The remaining 55% will be divided in each class as follows: 1st - 50% • 2nd - 25% • 3rd - 15% • 4th - 10%

SWEEPSTAKES PRIZES

The American Maltese Association, Inc. offers a Rosette for Best in Sweepstakes, Best of Opposite Sex to Best in Sweepstakes, Best Puppy in Sweepstakes, Best Junior in Sweepstakes & First, Second, Third & Fourth in Each Class.

Unless otherwise indicated, the following prizes are offered by the American Maltese Association, Inc. through the generosity of trophy fund.

BEST IN SWEEPSTAKES - Engraved Pedestal Crystal offered by Vicki Abbott & Clay Williams in memory of "Tommy" (MBIS/MBISS National Specialty Winner Ch Bhe-Jei's Pinball Wizard) lovingly owned & handled by Sweepstakes Judge Tara Martin Rowell

BEST IN SWEEPSTAKES - Glass Bowl by Fantasy Glass

BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX TO BEST IN SWEEPSTAKES - Stained Glass Rosette by Fantasy Glass

BEST PUPPY IN SWEEPSTAKES - Stained Glass Rosette by Fantasy Glass

BEST JUNIOR IN SWEEPSTAKES - Stained Glass Rosette by Fantasy Glass

FIRST, SECOND, THIRD & FOURTH IN EACH CLASS - Rectable Glass Dish by Fantasy Glass

MALTESE, Puppy Dogs, 6 Mos & Under 9 Mos.


MALTESE, Puppy Dogs, 9 Mos & Under 12 Mos.


(33) NATL__ CHACA'S EVERAFTER PIED PIPER, TS414303/01. 7/14/2018. Breeder: Patricia Gifford & C Bailey. By Ch Chaca's Chick Flick-Paradis Kiss Germiona. Owner: BAILEY Cathy, PO Box 5, Norman IN, 47264.

MALTESE, Junior Dogs, 12 Mos & Under 15 Mos.

MALTESE, Junior Dogs, 15 Mos & Under 18 Mos.


MALTESE, Puppy Bitches, 6 Mos & Under 9 Mos.


(14) NATALIE KESANNA’S YUM IT UP. TS418134/01. 8/28/2018. Breeder: Dr Diana L Egno. By Ta-Jon’s Delicious For You At Kesanna-Ta-Jon’s Sexy Games At Kesanna. Owner: EGNO Dr Diana L, 921 Highland Terr, Saint Albans WV, 25177.


(78) NATALIE TA-JON’S SOME KIND OF WONDERFUL. TS402524/03. 9/14/2018. Breeder: Tammy Simon. By Ch Ta-Jon’s Cuckoo For You-Ch Ta-Jon’s There’s Something Sexy About The Rain. Owner: TIMMONS Tammy, 13744 N 97th East Ave, Collinsville OK, 74021.

MALTESE, Puppy Bitches, 9 Mos & Under 12 Mos.


MALTESE, Junior Bitches, 12 Mos & Under 15 Mos.


MALTIDEFEL SHADDAI EL SHADDAI EL ELYON ERKAMBA, TS381304/01. 5/6/2018. Breeder: Sheila M. Riley, By Ch Delcost Armani By Marc-Ch MaltAngel Zaboulou of Moonlight Shadow. Owner: RILEY Sheila M, PO Box 1385, Valley Springs CA, 95252.


MALTESE, Junior Bitches, 15 Mos & Under 18 Mos.


Best in Sweepstakes
Best Puppy in Sweepstakes
Best of Opposite Sex to Best Puppy in Sweepstakes
Best Junior in Sweepstakes
Best of Opposite Sex to Best Junior in Sweepstakes